Classical numerical methods like finite differences, finite volumes or finite elements do not provide sufFicientl precise results around the welt . This is a consequente of the state differente between the size of the reservoi (several kilometers) and the radius of the welt (several centimeters) . Hybrid meshes with grid refinement aroun, the welt can improve the precision, but they are difficult to apply for modelling complex Wells . To overcome th state problem between the reservoir site and the wellbore radius, boundary integral methods can be used . In this paper, a stratified reservoir is considered with an arbitrary geometry . The permeability is supposel homogeneous in each reservoir layer . The performance of complex Wells is evaluated in such a reservoir b boundary integral methods . The boundary integral equation is developped on the reservoir boundary, on th interfaces between the different layers as welt as on the wellbore boundary . Since we are only interested in th performance of the welt, we can restriet the problem to a stationary one . The discretization of the integral equations is performed by a Galerkin method . The integral equation on th welt can be reduced to a 1D equation . Some numerical examples wilt be presented to show the efficiency of th method.
Introduction
Horizontal and multi-lateral Wells are more and more used in petroleum engineering to improve oi recovery . Modelling of welt production is a very important issue for petroleum engineers . A numerica model for the evaluation of welt performances can allow them to optimize the productivity of thé reservoir according to the architecture or the location of the complex Wells .
In this paper, evaluation of welt performances wilt be treated by boundary integral methods, welt known in domains like acoustics, electromagnetism, or mechanics (see [2] ), but recently applied ir petroleum engineering. Until now, applications of boundary integral methods in petroleum engineer ing veere generally limited in 2D, and the Wells veere modelled using sink / source terms . In thi : paper, we wilt extend the application of boundary integral methods in 3D for a stratified reservoir with arbitrary reservoir geometry. The steady-state flow problem is considered for flow modelling . The welt is not modelled using a linE sink / source, and the real welt geometry is considered .
Boundary integral equations are established on the reservoir outer boundaries, at the interfaces between the layers, and on the welt boundary . A Galerkin approach is used to solve the boundary integra equations . Numerical integration on the welt boundary can be reduced to a 1D problem . Numerical results show the efficiency of our method .
Mathemat ical model
In this paper, we consider a 3D stratified reservoir with an arbitrary geometry, a welt is placed ir the reservoir . Let S2 devote the petroleum reservoir which does not include the domain occupied by the welt . The reservoir is divided into homogeneous layers 522, i = 1, . . . . NR, with boundary F . Ar, integral equation is established on the reservoir boundary I' which is composed by the outer boundarie, . FD U FN, by the welt boundary I'w, and by the interfaces between the layers I' ij = PZ fl F . To simplify, we first present the model for a homogeneous reservoir (see figure (a)), and then we wil] generalize the model to a stratified medium .
.1 Homogeneous reservoi r
Let x = (xl, x2i X3) denote a point in a Cartesian coordinate system and t denote time in the interval
If gravity is neglected, the single-phase flow is governed by a diffusion equation :
at where p is the pressure of the Huid in the porous medium, the tensor K stands for the reservoir permeability, and 0 and µ refer respectively to the porosity of the medium and the viscosity of the Huid . Initial condition is given by : p(x, 0) = po, x E Q . The diffusion equation (1.) is usually used for modelling well-testing . Here we are only interested in the performance of the well, so that we proceed with the study of the stationary problem :
We suppose the tensor K diagonal with diagonal elements (kl, k2 , k 
where Q is the prescribed total flow rate, n is the ontward normal vector to F , and ap = 1 KOp .n, where k = (klk2k3)1/3 á(Kn) k Now let us write the boundary conditions .
.1 .1 Reservoir outer boundary condition s
At the outer boundary, two types of conditions are considered :
The Dirichlet condition on FD (constant pressure) corresponds for instante to the presente of a large capacity aquifer .
The Neumann condition imposes a Huid flow ; this happens for example when we have an impermeable barrier : the flux is therefore pull (g -0 on FN) .
.2 Well boundary conditions
For simplicity of notation, we consider a single horizontal well with radius r 7/ and length L . We can have two different conditions on I'w : infinite conductivity condition or finite conductivity condition, according to whether we take into account the effects of pressure drop or not . Assuming the pressure p constant in each cross-section of the well, we can write p as a function of the axis variable 1 E [0, L] along the well .
Infinite conductivity If we do not take into account the effects of pressure drop, we assume th pressure constant along the well a
This is known as infinite conductivity condition in petroleum engineering, and is widely accepted .
Finite conductivity If we take into account the effects of pressure drop, we have a finite conduc tivity condition . The corresponding equation can be written in the following form a
where Cz" is a constant, and n is the outward normal vector to I'w, l I'",1 denotes the part of the well boundary Pw from which the flow comes at the section Sl, as showr here for a complex well in figure (b) .
The infinite conductivity condition (6) is a particular case of the finite conductivity condition (tak( Cw=O) .
Equations (2-5 ) and (7) (8) constitute the governing equations of the model with finite conductivit3 condition in the case of a homogeneous reservoir .
In the next section, we give additional conditions to generalize this model to a stratified reservoir .
Stratified reservoir
To obtain the model for a stratified reservoir, we begin by writing the previous model (2-5) and (7-8) indexed by i for each layer SZi (which is supposed homogeneous as Been previously) and then wE complete the model with the following interface conditions . Pressure and flux continuity conditions must be satisfied at the zonal interfaces T ij :
Two types of methods can be used to solve this problem : volumetrio numerical methods (such as control-volume method) or boundary integral methods . Numerical methods can solve complicated problems, for example heterogeneous media or arbitrary geometry reservoirs . However, numerical methods suffer from a lack of precision around the wella it comes from an important scale difference between the size of the reservoir (several kilometers) and the radius of the well (< 0 .15 cm) . Hybrid meshes with grid refinement around the well can improve the precision, but they are difficult to apply for complex wens . To overcome the scale problem between the reservoir size and the wellbore radius, boundary integral methods can be used .
Boundary integral methods are widely used in electromagnetism, mechanica [2] ... but their applications in petroleum engineering are somewhat rare . Liggen and Liu [9] in 1979 veere the first to use such methods in petroleum engineering, then some examples are the work by Koh and Tiab [8] , Pecher and Stanislav [12] , Kikani and Horne [i], Oguztoreli and Wong [13] , and more recently Ding [4] and [5] for complex well modeping .
The interest of such methods is that the problem can be formulated on the boundaries : the equations are written on the reservoir outer boundaries, on the well boundary, and on the interfaces between the layers . We need to mesh only the boundaries, and no more all the reservoir . In
Finite conductivity condition, corresponding to a non-linear model, will be treated in future work by a Newton method . 4 Integral representation of the model Two kinds of integral representations can be written as (see Bonnet [2] ) :
or (10 ) where q stands for the normai derivative of the pressure ap , c is a constant depending on the ó(Kn .) boundary F (if F is regular, c = 1/2, if not see [12] ), and the operators V, S, H, D are defined by
Ir a(Knx)
Gis the Green function associated to the problem and is given by : We have to choose a formulation for each boundary . In petroleum engineering, boundary integral equations correspond to the first formulation (9) . The second formulation (10) has not been used yet in petroleum engineering whereas its application in acoustics or mechanica has been successful . The interest of (1.0) is that this formulation is more stable than the first one (9) for Dirichlet boundary conditions (see [11] or first kind integral equations / second kind integral equations in Bonnet [2] ) . On the Dirichlet boundary FD, we have written the second representation (10) , and on the Neumann boundary I'N as well as on the well boundary I7 71/7 the first formulation (9) :
Our results will show the efficiency of this representation .
Numerical aspect s
To solve the boundary integral equations, a Galerkin method has been performed . We choose as basis functions ( 0h)i-1, ... . nr, the finite element functions P1, N is the total number of nodes in the mesh . We devote by ph and qh the approximations of the unknowns p and q, and we decompose ph and qh in the basis (e/>h)i-1, . ..,nr :
Let Fh be an approximation of the boundary P . After multiplying the three previous integral equation by a basis function Oh and then integrated once more over the boundary I'h, it is necessary to evaluafl the five following terms : 
The first integral (14) comes from the left-hand side of equations (11), (12), (13) and is verg easy to calculate, the second integral (l.5 ) comes from the operator V appearing in (12) and (1 .3), the third (16) from the operator S in (12) and (13), the fourth (17) from the operator H in (11), and the fifth (18) from the operator D in (1.1) .
.1 Singularitie s
Integrals (1.5), (1. 6) and (1 7) are weakly singular integrals : the kernels G and áG/á(Kn) (n = n. or ny) present singularities at x -y. The kernels G and aG/á(Kn) behave as r-1, where r = lx -y l .
By taking into account these singularities, we can obtain an analytic formula for the integral with respect to y and then the integral with respect to x is performed by numerical integration . On the wellbore boundary, an analytic formula can be obtained for both x and y integrale along the well (see section () .2)) .
The difficult point here is integral (18) . This is a hypersingular integral : the trouble is that the normai derivative á/á(Knx) cannot be included into the integral with respect to y, otherwise this integral would not be defined . By same techniques as in Giroire [6] , we can obtain the following formula :
where rotrhu = (~ / 2 K1 / 2Vu) n ~k 12K1 / 2n), K1/2 is the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements (ki/2, k2/2, I C3/2) , n is the vectorial product, and n is the outward normai to the boundary Th .
The basic idea to obtain this result is to transform the normai derivatives ó/á(Knx) and á/á(Kn v ) into tangential derivatives on the basis functions O~ and O~ (for more details see [11] ) .
Now it is worth pointing out that this formula is very simplified : eiace the basis functions OZh , 8th European Conference on the Mathematica of Oil Recovery -Freiberg, Germany, 3 -6 September 2002 í = 1, . . . . N, are polynomials of degree 1, the terme rotrh oh(x) and rotrh O~(y) become constante . Then the crucial advantage of using a Galerkin method lies in the fact that the hypersingularity can be treated easily thanks to the additionnal integration and the basis function .
For boundary discretization, I'D and I'~, are discretized by triangles .
The well boundary rh w is discretized by cylinder segments . As mentioned in section 3, the radius r,,, of the well is verg small with respect to the size of the reservoir, and then with respect to the length L of the well . Under this condition, integration along a well cylindrical segment can be reduced to a live integration, this point will be explained in the next section .
.2 Special treatment for the wel l
Our aim is to evaluate a 2D integral (on a cylinder) by a 1D integral (on a line) . The difficulty is that the normai derivative is not defined in 1D .
We recall that we have supposed that the unknowns p and its normai derivative q are constant over a well boundary cross-section .
Let hi be the discretized well segment length . If h2 is sufficiently large with respect to the radius r21 ,, we can calculate the integral terme analytically.
For simplicity of notation, we consider a horizontal well in an isotropic medium . We will take for example the integral (16) and we will restriet ourselves to the treatment of the part of this integral When discretized, this integral is expreseed as :
If the Bistance between elements [l k , l k +l] and [ 1 .,,,,1,,,,,+1] is sufficiently large, we can neglect the denominator term 4 rom, sin2B with respect to (1 -11)2 , and then the integral has an analytic formulation .
If not, we can first integrate analytically with respect to 1 and l' . By some variable transformations, we can write that :
j ={j-l,j}if2<m<N-2"7={j}ifmE{1,N-1}, and Iikj",, is defined by :
, and b is the Dirac function . After inlegrating with respect to s and s', we can obtain :
where ƒ(0, t) = cikjmrws i n2 B In~t + 4rwsin2B + t2 I -6 ~4rwsin2B + t2)3/2 + fi(t) (4rwsin28 + t2)1/2, l and fi(t) is a constant depending on t and on bik, b i T,,,, Cikjm (for more details see [ll]) .
We can notice that t is depending on hi and h j . We can show that if h27 hj are sufficiently large with respect to r2,,, we have i t i » rw or t = 0 .
Then we can neglect 4rw sin29 in the last two terms if t =~0. For the first term, if t > 0, we can also neglect 4rw sin29 inside the logarithm, which is then reduced to ln(21t1) ; if t < 0, we multiply the terme inside the logarithm by their conjugate expresion, and then we can make the same simplificatior Thanks to this method, we can obtain an analytic formula . If t = 0, standard integration gives an analytic formula .
With this method, we have seen that we can obtain an analytic formula for all matrix elements . 6 First results and validation s
The first validation test is a horizontal well in an infinite reservoir . We assume the pressure to be 1 at infinity. An infinite conductivity condition is taken . Then the integral representation of the mode consists of equation (13) .
The well has length L = 1000m, and radius rz" = 0 .108m . The pressure along the well is pw = 1 bar The reservoir is isotropic with permeability 1mD . The well is discretized into N = 8 non uniform segments . We have taken as reference solution solution computed by an integral method discretized with a collocation method (see [2] ) . These two results show that the formulation chosen on the well is a good formulation . Future work will be to extend these results to a stratified reservoir with arbitrary geometry, with finit E conductivity condition . Then thanks to Laplace transform, this will be generalized to the transient problem .
Conclusion

